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Abstract

In recent years, an explosion in data has been profoundly changing
the field of biology and creating the need for new areas of exper-
tise, particularly in the handling of data. One vital area that has so
far received insufficient attention is how to communicate the large
quantities of diverse and complex information that is being gener-
ated. Celera has encountered a number of visualization problems in
the course of developing tools for bioinformatics research, applying
them to our data generation efforts, and making that data available
to our customers. This paper presents several examples from Cel-
era’s experience. In the area of genomics, challenging visualization
problems have come up in assembling genomes, studying varia-
tions between individuals, and comparing different genomes to one
another. The emerging area of proteomics has created new visu-
alization challenges in interpreting protein expression data, study-
ing protein regulatory networks, and examining protein structure.
These examples illustrate how the field of bioinformatics is posing
new challenges concerning the communication of data that are often
very different from those that have heretofore dominated scientific
computing. Addressing the level of detail, the degree of complex-
ity, and the interdisciplinary barriers that characterize bioinformatic
problems can be expected to be a sizable but rewarding task for the
field of scientific visualization.

1 Introduction

The process by which new pharmaceutical agents are discovered
and developed is undergoing radical change. The combination of
gene sequencing technology with advanced algorithms and suffi-
ciently powerful hardware has now made it possible to rapidly de-
termine the entire genetic code of a higher organism. The existence
of complete reference nucleotide sequences for human, mouse, and
other model organisms has revolutionized our approach to the study
of biology and brought the new field of bioinformatics to the fore-
front of medical research.

Only a small fraction of the human and mouse genome sequence
represents protein-coding genes. However, much of the variation

we see in human populations is probably due to differences in gene
sequences — or their regulatory region sequences — that result in
changes in the protein product or the abundance or expression pat-
tern of the protein. These protein products are the target of most
drugs on the market so a more comprehensive understanding of hu-
man proteins and protein variation is expected to accelerate and
improve the discovery of novel drug targets. By comparing these
reference genomes against comprehensive protein databases, we
can distinguish protein-coding regions that correspond to specific
genes, including those associated with specific diseases. This infor-
mation becomes the basis for identifying and annotating the com-
plete set of genes in a genome.

By comparing the genome sequences of closely related species,
we can discern those regions, adjacent to the protein-coding re-
gions, which are responsible for regulating a given gene’s expres-
sion of proteins. We can also build syntenic maps of closely related
chromosomal segments, from which we can infer evolutionary re-
lationships between species and between individual homologous
genes. This information can be used to determine gene function
and correlations of genotype to phenotype, and to identify specific
genes. Since the reference human genomes are based on samples
from a small number of diverse individuals, it is possible to extract
information about genetic variation in humans at the level of indi-
vidual nucleotides, including single-nucleotide polymorphisms in
coding or regulatory regions. These polymorphisms could be re-
sponsible for congenital diseases. This information can be supple-
mented with targeted sequence data from larger sample populations
to directly study the genetic components of variation in human pop-
ulations.

Despite the tremendous amount of information about the genome
itself, we are still far from being able to understand the complex
interactions of protein products and gene regulatory mechanisms
that make up the workings of individual living cells. To undertake
this task it is necessary to turn to the emerging field of proteomics,
the study of all the proteins in all the cells of the body.

State-of-the-art mass spectrometers allow high-throughput sam-
pling and analysis of large varieties of cell samples. Liquid chro-
matography in combination with mass spectrometers allow scien-
tists to isolate individual protein peptides in these samples and com-
pare them with similar samples to detect differential protein expres-
sion. Candidate peptides can then be selected and analyzed through
a secondary mass spectrometry process to determine its exact amino
acid sequence.

New technologies for rapidly gathering mRNA and protein ex-
pression data will allow scientists to infer temporally-ordered net-
works of expressed genes which can then be correlated with protein
pathway datasets to study the efficacy and possible toxicity of po-
tential drug targets. Protein interaction datasets, derived empirically
or computationally through literature mining, can be used to speed
new drug design and reduce the need for empirical drug screen-
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ing. Three-dimensional protein structure, which is necessary for
structure-based drug discovery, will eventually be computationally
determined directly from peptide amino acid sequence information.

The common thread and underlying force behind all of these
innovations in biological science is high-performance computing,
which is so thoroughly transforming the drug discovery process that
we believe a new cyberpharmaceutical paradigm [6] is now taking
shape. From a computational point of view, this paradigm poses
a variety of problems characterized by large and often incomplete
datasets, high experimental error rates and variances, computation-
ally and memory-intense algorithms, and discrete, often string-ori-
ented data types. Visualization techniques play a variety of roles
in addressing these problems such as aiding in the development of
algorithms, quality control, interactive human annotation of final
datasets, and presentation of specific information to drug discovery
scientists. In this paper, we will review some of the major types
of visualization techniques we are using in our drug discovery re-
search, and discuss the issues and challenges that they pose for the
development of cyberpharmaceutics.

2 Genomics

The human genome can be thought of as a ��� billion-letter string
over a four-letter alphabet, a relatively simple concept which belies
the significance of the information contained within the sequence.
In February 2001, two groups simultaneously published the near-
complete sequences of the human genome [26, 17], a milestone
for biomedical research comparable to chemistry’s Periodic Table
of the Elements. That achievement capped more than a century
of breakthroughs in understanding heredity at the molecular level.
Mendel described dominant and recessive genes in 1866. Morgan
associated mutation with chromosomes in 1910, and Hershey and
Chase implicated the DNA in particular in 1952. Watson and Crick
described DNA’s double helix structure in 1953, and Sanger de-
vised the first DNA sequencing method in 1977. The 1990s saw the
publication of the entire genomic sequences for several viral and
bacterial organisms. Since 2000, several large genomes have been
sequenced to near completion, including Drosophila melanogaster
(fruit fly) [20], Caenorhabditis elegans (worm) [25], Arabidopsis
thaliana (plant) [24], Mus musculus (mouse) (unpublished data),
and of course, Homo sapiens (human).

Celera entered the genomics arena upon its formation in 1998,
championing the technique of whole genome shotgun sequencing
(WGS) as the most practical, affordable, and time efficient method
for decoding large scale genomes, setting an ambitious three year
timetable for its own completion the human genome. The key ob-
stacle to sequencing on the scale of such a genome is the limitation
of current DNA sequencing machines, which are able to produce
only very short contiguous sequences (approximately ��� � ���
nucleotides at a time). WGS was pioneered at The Institute for Ge-
nomic Research with the successful sequencing of the Haemophilus
influenzae genome in 1995 [10]. The method requires random sam-
pling of fragments across the entire target genome, and leveraging
the ability of current sequencing machines to generate paired frag-
ment reads of known distance and orientation (mate-pairs). With
sufficient oversampling and appropriate mate-pair accuracy and dis-
tance distributions, accurate reconstruction of the complete genome
sequence can be obtained in silico. This reconstruction process is
known as sequence assembly.

The scale of the human genome posed significant challenges in
terms of the sheer volume of sequencing required to assure assem-
bly, algorithms and data management capabilities needed for the
assembly process itself, and, ultimately, mining and curation of the
biological information encoded within the assembled sequence. A
variety of specialized visualization tools were created to support

Figure 1: An assembly viewer.

the genomics effort and remain critical as further genomes are se-
quenced and comparative studies across genomes are undertaken.

2.1 Assembly Visualization

The assembly process starts from the individual fragment level
and builds a hierarchical representation of the genomic sequence.
Driven by fragment-to-fragment sequence comparisons and mate-
pair distances, clusters of fragments are pieced together to form
contiguous stretches of sequence (contigs), which are in turn or-
dered and oriented with respect to one another and fixed into posi-
tion by means of a scaffold construct. These scaffolds comprise an
assembly, and are assigned a chromosomal location during a subse-
quent mapping process.

2.1.1 Celamy

As development of the Celera Assembler began, before the se-
quencing factory was in operation, simulated data was the only
testbed for the new algorithms being devised. Even then, the ability
to visualize the assembly process and its data agglomeration be-
came an imperative to enable analysis of the algorithms and debug-
ging of the process pipeline. The Celamy viewer was developed
to display linearly ordered line segments and linkage information
among such segments, while allowing a user to create custom line
categories (e.g., fragment, contig) and link types (e.g., scaffold,
mate-pair). Controls for navigation via zooming and scrolling were
required to make the tool useful on the scale of a three gigabase
genome. Further, a sophisticated query language was built into the
viewer, providing the ability to rapidly obtain quantitative analysis
of the viewed data without requiring the formulation of a specific
inquiry prior to runtime. With the development of this tool, it soon
became standard practice for each assembly software component to
output diagnostic snapshots of the assembly which could be ana-
lyzed offline and compared from run to run to measure the effect of
changes to the assembly codebase. Due to its generic design and
flexibility, Celamy has been adopted in a variety of settings out-
side the scope of its original WGS assembly design point. Figure 1
shows an exploded view of a ���kb region of a genome assembly.
This snapshot was taken after construction of all unique contigs
(shown as medium-length horizontal lines), but before incorpora-
tion of sequence that lies in repeat regions (short isolated lines).
In this example, all contigs are contained in one scaffold, which is
indicated by the top line that connects vertically to all contained
contigs.

2.1.2 Annograph

Celera published its historic human genome assembly in February
2001. But even before that, Celera was providing its customers
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approximations of large subsections of the genome. The approx-
imations consisted of DNA segments from the public databases,
enhanced by Celera data and expertise. The public data consisted
of genome sections called BACs that had been partially shotgun
sequenced, and in some cases, reassembled, forming either a par-
tially complete sequence, or a complete (finished) sequence for that
genomic region. The Celera data consisted of short DNA reads
produced by its whole genome shotgun (WGS) method, including
a distance measure between each mate pair. At an early stage of
Celera’s sequencing effort (while Celera’s human scale WGS as-
sembler was still under construction), the Combining Assembly
Problem was to use Celera data to (1) verify, correct, order and
orient the BACs into linear layouts called scaffolds, (2) order and
orient components within unfinished BACs, and (3) fill gaps within
BACs [16]. Data problems precluded automatic scaffolding, even
with heuristics. At that time, the public data was largely unfin-
ished and contained many errors such as mislabeled database en-
tries, chimeric sequences (distinct regions accidentally joined), and
over-sampling of some genomic regions (indistinguishable from or-
dinary sampling of genomic repeats).

Annograph is a software suite developed at Celera to permit hu-
man curation of regional scaffolds. Annograph represents scaffold
data as graphs. Nodes in the graph represent known DNA se-
quences (BACs and Celera reads). Edges in the graph represent
predicted overlaps or distances between BACs, based on sharing of
Celera reads and mate-pairs. The graphs were intractable, due to
false edges introduced by low-copy repeats in the genome and er-
rors in the data. Annograph helped Celera’s curators to manually
identify, analyze, and remove the false edges in the graphs.

2.2 Annotation

Once the assembly process is complete, the next step is to attach
meaning to the nucleotide sequence data through structural anno-
tations. This is accomplished by loading the entire sequence into
a relational database and adding annotation information through a
collection of automated and interactive tools. First, the sequence is
searched against a collection of protein sequence databases using
standard search algorithms such as BLAST [2] and SIM4 [11]. The
resulting “hits” are expressed as regions on the genome that closely
match known proteins and are therefore are likely to correspond to
the coding regions of genes. Comparisons are also made against
the genomes of other species. The data generated in this manner
are referred to as pre-computes.

Next, a set of automated gene predicting tools such as Genscan
[7] and Celera’s human genome annotation pipe-line Otto [26] are
run using these pre-computes to generate annotations. While the
raw sequence data for a human genome is on the order of ��GB,
the additional pre-compute information can approach a total of one
terabyte in size.

2.2.1 Genome Browser

At this stage, the pre-compute and annotation data can be viewed
in detail using an interactive graphical tool called the Genome
Browser 3. This is a three-tiered application consisting of a Java-
based interactive graphical client connecting to the database via an
EJB-based middle tier running in a commercial application server;
see Figure 4. The Genome Browser is analogous to a geographic
information system viewing a one-dimensional nucleotide terrain.
The sequence itself is displayed at the bottom of the view, while
the various types of precomputed data are displayed at the top in a
series of tiers, distinguished by a standard color scheme. The tiers
immediately above the sequence data show the annotation informa-
tion in magenta.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 2: (a) Before curation, the graphs were intractable. False
edges predominated, obscuring any true paths. (b) Bioinformatics
experts interacted with an editor and a variety of pop-up visualiza-
tion tools. A pipeline was built around collaborators whose edits
were merged nightly. (c) After curation, the edge count was vastly
reduced, and potential paths became apparent.
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Figure 3: Celera’s Genome Browser.

The data in each tier consists of individual features, which are
usually displayed in groups of adjacent bars corresponding to a
range along the sequence. In annotation features, these groups
represent individual genes or transcripts, while the bars represent
exons, which are the coding regions of the gene. The regions in
between the exons represent the non-coding (or “junk”) DNA. Fea-
tures can be selected by mouse click, causing the feature to be high-
lighted and more detailed information about it to be displayed in the
property inspector and subeditor panel at the bottom of the window.

The data in the main window can be panned along the sequence
and zoomed over more than six orders of magnitude of scale, rang-
ing from viewing an entire chromosome (on the order of 200 MB
nucleotides) to a couple of hundred nucleotides at a time. We are
able to maintain interactive frame rates (5 Hz) for reasonable num-
bers of visible features (30,000) during the zooming process by
storing the features in local memory. Using a navigational approach
to accessing data, we initially only load in the minimal amount
of geometric information necessary to display each feature. Ad-
ditional database queries are made to load more detailed data about
individual features on demand, for example, when an individual
feature is selected or when a subeditor needs to display nucleotide
information.

Since we are viewing an approximately terabyte-sized database,
it is obviously necessary to load only small portions of data at a
time. This is accomplished by either interactively selecting a rela-
tively small (� � million nucleotide) region of the sequence directly
using the mouse, or searching for a specific feature by name, which
loads in a small range around the feature. This process can be re-
peated until the client reaches the memory limits of the machine
(typically it requires 70 bytes per feature), at which point features
can be dynamically unloaded to make more memory available.

Data is loaded from the middle tier via the server API. Queries
from the client result in SQL select statements being made to the
relational database. The resulting data is converted to Java objects
in a relational-to-object mapping operation. These objects are then
serialized and sent over the network to the client, where they are in-
stantiated into the client’s object model. The client uses a standard
model-view-controller (MVC) software architecture. The server
uses an object caching mechanism which enables data loading rates
from the middle tier on the order of ���� features per second.

Users can integrate their own data with the database data by load-
ing XML files into the client application. Annotation is performed
via interactive “drag and drop” creation and editing of annotation
features. Typical annotation operations include addition or deletion
of exons, adjustment of exon boundaries, and adding comments.

Figure 4: The three-tiered design of Celera’s Genome Browser.

Figure 5: Screen-shot from CDS for the gene APOE.

These operations take place in a local client workspace with infi-
nite level undo capability, and the resulting workspace file can be
saved in an XML file for later promotion into the database, via a
separate promotion utility.

2.2.2 Biomolecule Pages

The Celera Discovery System (CDS) is a web application hosted
by Celera for its subscribers. CDS uses a tabbed report called the
Biomolecule Report (BMR); see Figure 5. The BMR coalesces data
from three different realms of biology. For every gene, the BMR
accumulates genomic information such as chromosomal mapping
and genomic neighbors, transcript information such as RNA splice
variants, and protein information such as predicted function and
homologs in other species. Some of the BMR information is pre-
sented within a Java applet that permits scroll, zoom, mouse-over,
and drill-down. The BMR’s extensive value-added clustering of in-
formation is unique among online bioinformatics resources.
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Figure 6: Snapshot of the Celera Genome Browser displaying a
segment of DNA containing polymorphisms.

2.3 Genome Polymorphisms

Although the genome of one random individual is nearly identi-
cal to that of another, locating the relatively rare sites of difference
is crucial to such problems as tracing ancestry and finding genetic
predictors of disease. These differences, or polymorphisms, oc-
cur largely in the form of SNPs, sites at which a single DNA base
may take on different values in different individuals. Both Cel-
era [5] and the public Human Genome effort [8] considered devel-
oping maps of sequence variations important goals of sequencing
the human genome. Celera [26] and the public SNP Consortium
[3, 19, 22] have both since located millions of polymorphisms, fo-
cusing specifically on SNPs. As of this writing, the public dbSNP
database contains just under 3 million SNPs and Celera’s human
database just over 3.3 million SNPs within the approximately three
billion bases of human DNA. The total number of known SNPs is
likely to continue growing for the foreseeable future.

Understanding the sequence context of individual polymor-
phisms is likely to be crucial to judging which are most likely to
have functional significance, suggesting the need for tools to allow
researchers to study polymorphisms in parallel with other sequence
features. For example, it has been suggested in particular that SNPs
affecting protein coding are most likely to be significant (see, for
example, [21]). Furthermore, SNPs must be studied at multiple lev-
els of detail alongside other sequence features. For instance, SNP
density on levels of hundreds of kilobases can be revealing about
the relative functional importance of different gene regions, while
the individual bases in the vicinity of a polymorphic site may be
essential to assessing its likely functional effect, if any.

Celera presently provides a means for both internal users and
subscribers to visualize the locations of SNP polymorphisms via
the Genome Browser. Figure 6 provides a snapshot of a Genome
Browser view showing a polymorphic segment of DNA. The “lol-
lypops” in the bottom of the black panel show different types of
SNPs in relationship to the gene structure specified above them.
Below, the consensus sequence shows the sequence context of the
SNPs. At low zoom levels, such visualization capabilities are useful
in finding the approximate locations of individual SNPs as well as
distinguishing regions of low and high SNP density over genomic
spans of a few hundred kilobases, while at finer resolutions, the
Genome Browser can show individual bases at which variations are
known to exist.

Providing informative but comprehensible visualizations of ge-
nomic polymorphisms remains, however, a largely unsolved prob-
lem. One crucial piece of information about a SNP is its correlation
with data about the health of the donors who have it, a difficult

concept to communicate visually when many potential forms of ill-
ness are considered. Another important feature of SNPs is the rel-
ative frequencies of the different variants in the population. These
frequencies may themselves vary by sub-populations, for example
with one variant being prevalent in one part of the world, another
elsewhere. We have not even considered here the problem of vi-
sualizing non-SNP polymorphisms, such as variable-length tandem
repeats, at which a short pattern may be repeated a variable number
of times, and how those polymorphisms may complicate visualiza-
tion of genomes in general. Furthermore, we are often interested
not in single SNPs but in haplotypes, sets of all genetic variants
found on one chromosome of one individual in some region. There
may be many known haplotypes on a region potentially overlapping
with one another, making the task of usefully communicating them
in relation to one another and to other properties of an organism
daunting.

2.4 Comparative Genomics

Comparative genomics — the comparison of organisms at a ge-
nomic level — reveals both the striking unity and also complex di-
versity of life on earth. Genome comparison is a key technology for
determining in silico which features of a genome are important and
for discovering what their function might be. Visualization plays a
crucial role is this field [15].

A common characteristic of large genomes is the presence of du-
plications of large stretches of sequence both within the same and
also between different chromosomes. These duplications give rise
to genes found within a given organism that share a common his-
tory. A deeper understanding of the “redundancy” provided by such
“paralogs” is necessary in the context of developing new drugs. For
example, genes with high redundancy may be more difficult to tar-
get. In Figure 7, we depict segmental duplications between chro-
mosomes in the human genome for chromosomes 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10,
17 and 18 (each represented by a heavy horizontal line). Each seg-
ment contains at least 3 paralogs on each of the chromosomes on
which they appear. The inset displays a close-up of a one duplica-
tion between chromosomes 18 and 20 and 12 of the 64 duplicated
genes are labeled by their names.

Similar techniques can be used to visualize sequence seg-
ments that are highly conserved between chromosomes of differ-
ent species. Finding genes that share a common history in two or
more organisms (orthologs) offers a quick way of learning what the
function and biology of a protein might be. In Figure 8 we show
a comparison of (Celera’s assemblies of) the human and mouse
genomes, particularly a region of human chromosome 3 which is
highly similar to a region of mouse chromosome 13. The matches
where computed using BLAST with subsequent elimination of non-
unique matches. In a section of over 20 mega-basepairs (nearly ��
of the entire genome), we see two large blocks of highly conserved
sequence; the first block (dark grey lines running from top left to
bottom right) is in the same orientation in the two genomes, while
the second block (light grey lines running from top right to bot-
tom left) is oppositely oriented in the two genomes, indicated by
the block’s hourglass shape, and transposed with respect to the first
block. Since the two chromosomes were assembled completely in-
dependently of one another, the agreement also acts as a simultane-
ous validation of both assemblies within the blocks. Some smaller
differences within blocks are visible; for instance, blank wedges
(tapered at one end relative to the other end) within the blocks cor-
respond to regions in which one genome has an insertion of addi-
tional sequence relative to the other genome.

Given different assemblies of the same target chromosome, vi-
sual and analytical tools are needed to compare the assemblies,
judge their quality and also to map and track features from one
assembly to another. There are a number of properties that are de-
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Figure 7: Significant duplications between human chromosomes.

Figure 8: Comparison of similar regions of human chromosome 3
(top) and mouse chromosome 14 (bottom).

sirable for such a comparison viewer:

� interactivity, allowing inspection at any desired level of detail;

� flexibility, allowing easy integration of data from many differ-
ent sources;

� scalability, running both on small and very large data sets;

� and, as always, speed.

In Figure 14 we compare a local region of two different assemblies
of human chromosome 19.

The two assemblies are represented in the bottom and top thirds
of the picture. In the center, a mapping is shown between both
as discussed in Figure 8. In the bottom and top black panels, the
location of “recruited mate-pairs” is shown and these are used to
determine “breakpoints” (positions of probable misassembly) in the
given assembly which are indicated in blue.

3 Proteomics

Proteomics, or the direct analysis of the expressed protein compo-
nents of a cell, is critical to our understanding of cellular biological
processes. Building on a foundation of genomic sequence, pro-
teomics answers questions about the structure, function and control
of biological processes and pathways by a systematic and compre-
hensive analysis of the proteins expressed in a cell or tissue. Unlike
genomic sequence, the proteome, or the expressed protein comple-
ment of a genome, is highly dynamic; the types of expressed pro-
teins, their abundance, state of modification, subcellular location
are all dependent on the physiological state of the cell or tissue.
Therefore, proteomics studies the cellular state or the external con-
ditions encountered by a cell, in order to differentiate and study cel-
lular states and to determine the molecular mechanisms that control
them. This is a daunting task, as the proteome is estimated to con-
sist of hundreds of thousands of different proteins with an estimated
dynamic range of expression of at least five orders of magnitude.
Mass spectrometry provides a tool to study the proteins present in
a sample and their relative quantities in a high throughput setting.
For an overview we refer the reader to a recent survey by Aebersold
and Goodlett [1].

3.1 Mass Spectrometry

In mass spectrometry, a sample containing many compounds is ion-
ized, providing many of the compounds in the sample with a charge.
The charged compounds are placed in an electromagnetic field to
measure their mass-to-charge ratio (M/Z). The observed ratios of
all the ionized compounds in the sample form a mass spectrum,
in which a peak at a particular M/Z value indicates the number of
compounds (also called the intensity) observed at that value. The
basic mass spectrometry machinery can be used in a variety of ways
to explore the proteome. To find the relative quantities of a large
number of proteins simultaneously, which then enables differential
expression analysis, a complex mixture is first digested with a re-
striction enzyme, such as trypsin, to break each protein into pieces
of mass suitable for mass spectrometry. The peptide mixture is then
fed into a liquid chromatography column that separates the peptides
in the mixture according to some physiochemical property, typi-
cally hydrophobicity. As the peptide mixture elutes from the liquid
chromatography column over a period of one to two hours, the in-
strument produces a mass spectrum (called a scan) of the material
leaving the column every two seconds.
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Figure 9: Part of a peptide map.

To identify the proteins present in a complex protein mixture, a
different experimental protocol is used. Again, the sample is di-
gested with a restriction enzyme, breaking each protein into pep-
tides, and a mass spectrum taken of the mixture. The mass spec-
trum is analyzed on the fly, and one of the intense peaks is selected.
In real time, the mass spectrometry instrument selects the peptides
with this M/Z value, subjects them to secondary fragmentation, and
measures the M/Z values of the resulting fragments. The goal is to
identify the sequence of the peptide, given the spectrum produced
by its fragments.

In the following two subsections we describe the visualization
needs for differential analysis and peptide identification.

3.1.1 Differential Analysis

To analyze the relative expression and hence the differential expres-
sion of proteins, numerous scans are collected at fixed time inter-
vals, usually every two seconds. This experiment yields a set of
points in three-dimensions, called a map (see Figure 9 for a two-
dimensional projection of this map). A peptide usually elutes over
about 15 scans (time, the X axis) and shows a isotope pattern (M/Z,
the Y axis) typical for its amino acid content. The intensity (Z
axis) is coded by color in Figure 9. The goal is to identify two-
dimensional regions corresponding to a single peptide, and then to
identify differentially expressed peptides in normal and diseased
samples. Viewing the raw spectral data proves to be extremely
helpful to the researcher. The visualization tool needs to be able to
browse (zoom, translate) a two-dimensional projection (normally
the RT and M/Z dimensions). It should be possible to mark subsets
and project the points in these sets onto different two-dimensional
sub spaces (M/Z and IT, RT and IT), in order to evaluate isotope
patterns and elution profiles.

In order to conduct the differential analysis the raw data corre-
sponding to a single peptide is further reduced to a single, represen-
tative three-dimensional point. This typically results in a 500-fold
data reduction. The user’s data viewing requirements change at
this point. In addition to browsing the reduced data, we must now
show differential expression, and annotate the reduced data with
additional information computed independently. Figure 15 shows a
plot displaying the ratio of expression levels of identical peptides in
two different data sets. The left picture shows a three-dimensional
representation of the intensity ratios, the right picture shows the
two-dimensional projection. The color coding and height of bars
indicate different levels of expression. The views are interactive
and allow the researcher to query additional information such as
the peptide sequence or the quality of the measurements and pre-
dictions.

3.1.2 Peptide Identification

In the previous section we described how to identify differentially
expressed peptides. Unfortunately this method does not yield the

Figure 10: SCOPE, Celera’s peptide identification tool.

actual sequence of the peptide. In order to get this information a
second (tandem) mass spectrum of the peptide fragments is taken.

Tandem mass spectra provide information about the position and
composition of the amino-acid backbone that forms a peptide. The
peptide identification problem takes as input the M/Z of the ionized
“parent” peptide selected for secondary fragmentation and the tan-
dem mass spectrum, and typically outputs a ranked list of peptides
that may be responsible for the observed spectra. To date, the most
successful high throughput approach to peptide identification uses a
protein or genomic sequence database to provide candidate peptides
satisfying various properties, including the parent M/Z, which can
then be scored and ranked. Matching putative peptide fragments in
the tandem mass spectrum is used for scoring candidate peptides,
where many fragment matches indicate a good score.

Visualization challenges in peptide identification revolve around
presenting the proposed peptide identification to the user in a way
that helps them decide whether or not the identification is correct.
This typically involves a tandem mass spectrum with peaks anno-
tated by the corresponding fragment, a list of backbone bond cleav-
ages represented in the spectrum, an indication of the difference
between theoretical and observed fragment M/Z values, and a list
of the unmatched fragments and spectra peaks to assist the user in
interpreting spectral peaks with no annotation.

As is the case with most algorithms that score and rank candi-
date solutions, the user must also be presented with the top scoring
candidates in a way that allows them to decide if the top candidate
is the unambiguously correct identification or a fluke. In addition,
the user must be able to interpret the proposed identification in the
context of the other peptides in the original scan or even in the en-
tire mixture, as many identified peptides from a single protein lends
support to the hypothesis that a protein was present in the original
sample. Figure 10 shows a typical result of a peptide identification
query in an interactive web-based tool.

3.2 Molecular Networks

3.2.1 Pathways

Visualization and browsing of metabolic and signal transduction
pathways allows one to ascertain relationships between either genes
or metabolites involved in a common cellular process. The avail-
ability of data from comparative genomics (ortholog tables for dif-
ferent genes) and microarray experiments (clusters of co-regulated
genes) is driving the development of a web-based platform that
allows interactive browsing of individual genes in a pathway and
inter-pathway comparison. In the current model, a pathway record
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Figure 11: Partial view of a canonical Wnt-signaling pathway.

is represented as a set of binary relations which are then modeled as
a directed multigraph. The edges of the graph can assume different
values corresponding to the different interaction types (inhibitory,
stimulatory, or putative), while the nodes represent the genes or
metabolites and their subcellular location, if specified. It is possi-
ble to search all pathway records by sets of common interactions
and then visualize the result through a composite representation (a
snapshot of “crosstalk” between pathways). Facilities for annota-
tion/curation are available: a scientist may revise the directionality
and links in a pathway diagram, annotate them with evidence from
literature, create entirely new pathway records or merge existing
ones. Currently a small number of public pathway databases have
been integrated into a single data framework; work is in progress
on an algorithm to bound the set of all protein-protein interactions
by process ontologies “on the fly” and present them as pathway
records.

A typical metabolic pathway diagram contains �� to �� metabo-
lites or genes; approximately ��� major metabolic pathways are de-
scribed in the literature. The number of distinct signal transduction
pathways is yet not known, and computational approaches will be
needed to fit experimentally determined protein-protein interactions
into existing networks as well as to highlight redundancy between
different pathways. An updated version of the software aims to re-
place the simple graphical model with a colored petri net: transition
arcs will contain functions and data that govern feasibility of path-
way interactions and will lay out optimal paths through a pathway
based on a given set of initial conditions, thereby allowing simula-
tion. The initial conditions could represent microarray expression
values for genes in a particular experiment which have been mapped
to a pathway or data from kinetic studies (which would allow mod-
eling of pathway flux).

3.2.2 Expression Patterns

Oligonucleotide arrays and cDNA microarrays [18, 27, 9, 23] allow
for the measurement of the mRNA expression levels of thousands of
genes at a time. The massive parallelism offered by these genome
chips looks ready to revolutionize areas like drug discovery and
diagnostics. For several organisms, the expression patterns of the
entire gene set can now be monitored simultaneously. For instance,
the entire complement of ����� genes of the yeast S. cerevisiae
has been put on a single microarray. There have been many types
of problems addressed using these chips, including the identifica-
tion of co-regulated genes (i.e., genes involved in a common reg-
ulatory process), the identification of gene networks, and the iden-
tification/classification of tissues based on gene expression levels.
The visualization problems in this area share similarities with those
encountered in the clustering and classification domains, in partic-
ular the visualization of high dimensional data points. We describe
briefly two of the application areas.

In the search for co-regulated genes, the mRNA expression levels

Figure 12: Clustered expression profiles.

Figure 13: ALL/AML sample similarity.

of thousands of genes are monitored across the set of conditions of
interest. The genes are then clustered and each cluster represents a
potential set of co-regulated genes. Figure 12 shows the expression
profiles of a group of genes that have been clustered together based
on their expression levels as yeast goes through various phases of its
cell cycle. Simple plots such as this can give a better understanding
of what the expression patterns within clusters look like, and also
what the average values and variances are within a cluster.

In the tissue identification problem, the goal is to distinguish dif-
ferent types of tissues by their mRNA content as measured by mi-
croarray experiments. This is typically accomplished by clustering
the microarray data to reveal or confirm the tissue labels, and then
finding differentially expressed genes among the tissues. Visualiza-
tion can help to both confirm the cluster structure and the quality of
the differentially expressed genes.

As an example, consider a publicly-available 72 sample
leukemia data [12] with 47 acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL)
samples and 25 acute myeloid leukemia (AML) samples. Figure
13 shows the 72 by 72 similarity matrix between all pairs of the
72 samples. The degree of similarity between samples i and j is
proportional to the intensity at block 	i� j
. The ordering of the
rows and columns is based on the known tissue types, and quickly
reveals that approximately two tissue types are present, although
some samples are potentially bad or misclassified.

Figure 17 shows the relative expression levels of 25 genes (rows)
across the 72 tissues (columns). A gene in a particular tissue is red
if it is underexpressed relative to the other samples, or green if it
is overexpressed. These genes were chosen because statistically
they appear to be differentially expressed between ALL and AML;
that is, their expression levels are significantly different between
the two tissue types. Hence, one expects the first 47 columns to be
of mainly a single color, and the second 25 columns to be of the
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other color. The figure makes this easy to verify visually, and also
indicates some samples that may either be misclassified or may not
be well identified by the set of genes.

3.3 Protein Structure

Visualizing three-dimensional structure has a long tradition in
chemistry. Ever since chemists started thinking about the structure
of molecules, they used models, mostly made out of wood, metal, or
polymers, to visualize the structural information revealed by their
methods. Even with those very crude models, important insights
concerning molecular structure could be derived. With the advent
of biochemistry and the availability of large structural data sets due
to the development of X-ray crystallography those material mod-
els reached their limits. Although important insights were gained
at the very beginning by constructing material models and compar-
ing them to X-ray data (e.g., the famous double helix structure),
virtual computer-generated models have completely taken over that
role since becoming widely available in the 1980s. Since then, the
interactive visualization and interpretation of the three-dimensional
structure of biomolecules (mainly proteins) became an irreplace-
able tool in structural biology.

3.3.1 3D Structure

There are a number of standard graphical representations em-
ployed in the visualization of molecular 3D structure. Stick models
mimic the common two-dimensional structural formulas drawn by
chemists, while ball and stick models were long common in ma-
terial models. Besides visualizing the structure of a protein at the
atomistic level, other models have been developed to illustrate im-
portant structural features of proteins. Secondary structure is usu-
ally displayed as cylinders (for helices), bands (for pleated sheets),
and tubes or ribbons (for loops or the backbone in general). By
reducing the level of detail, those models present the major struc-
tural features of proteins at a glance. Surface-based models (e.g.,
the solvent-excluded or solvent-accessible surface) are used to get
an impression of the overall shape of a protein.

Figure 18 shows the structure of the AIDS drug Nevirapine [13]
(red, center) in the binding site of its target, the enzyme Reverse
Transcriptase. The drug is shown as a ball and stick model with
a superimposed translucent surface, the receptor is displayed with
tubes, cylinders, and bands to indicate the protein secondary struc-
ture, and the amino acid side chains of the receptor are drawn in a
simple stick model. The figure was produced using VMD [14] and
PovRay.

3.3.2 Structure-Based Drug Design

Visualization of proteins has become an important tool in the ratio-
nal design of drugs, which became feasible with the availability of
high-resolution X-ray structures of receptor-ligand complexes.

From the visual inspection of those crystal structures alone, it is
possible to gain valuable insights about the mode of binding and the
nature of the receptor-ligand interaction. For example, the geomet-
ric vicinity of hydrogen bond donors and acceptors or the geometric
complementarity of a ligand and a binding pocket becomes obvious
just by looking at a structure of the complex.

That information in itself is helpful for the (de novo) design of
ligands or the optimization of lead structures, but visualization of
physicochemical properties in combination with the structure has
proven to be an even more powerful tool. Those properties, e.g., hy-
drophobicity, flexibility, or electrostatic properties, can be used im-
mediately to develop strategies for the optimization of drug affini-
ties. The integration of that information is achieved by a number of

different visualization techniques, ranging from simple color cod-
ing of the structural models, over mapping of properties to molecu-
lar surfaces, to the generation of iso-surfaces and vector fields from
grid-based scalar and vectorial properties.

Another important aspect of visualizing molecular structures is
the integration of their dynamics. Most biochemical processes can
be understood from their dynamics only, a fact that is often hidden
by the snapshot character of X-ray structures. Computer simula-
tions can be used to understand that dynamics and visualization is
crucial to the analysis of those simulations.

3.3.3 Structure Algorithms

Since 1972, the Protein Data Bank [4] has provided a database of
protein structures. Its growth has been explosive: in 1982, there
were 200 structures; in 1992, 1,000 structures; in 1999, 10,000
structures; as of May 2001, over 15,000 structures are available.
As each structure contains, on average, several hundred amino-acid
residues, this database contains roughly 100 million atomic coordi-
nates. Additionally, residues are usually annotated with the type of
secondary structure (alpha-helix, beta-sheet, turn) they are within.

Relationships between these structures are at the heart of struc-
tural genomics, with applications to drug design, protein fold pre-
diction and evolutionary studies. To assist in understanding algo-
rithms for these applications, an interactive development frame-
work has been developed. The framework is entirely object-
oriented, and is fully extensible in both the types of data and al-
gorithms it uses. The algorithms work with the data via an event-
driven shared-workspace — any change to the workspace causes an
event to be generated. Algorithms monitor the events, performing
their work when feasible.

For example, the user could load a protein sequence into the
framework, allowing an algorithm to predict the secondary struc-
ture, in turn, allowing a folding algorithm to predict tertiary struc-
ture, which would allow several localized refinement algorithms to
operate. Once the structure has been predicted, a structure compar-
ison algorithm could then classify the structure against a database
of existing structures. Figure 19 shows an algorithmically folded
protein model (upper left), an experimentally derived protein struc-
ture (upper right), a self-assembled hydrophobic core (lower left),
and a raw PDB text file (lower right).

4 Conclusions

Despite their diversity, the examples presented in this paper illus-
trate some common themes about the nature of difficult visualiza-
tion problems in biology. We have shown a selection of very dif-
ferent biologically-inspired visualization problems in such areas as
genome sequencing, comparative genomics, proteomics, and pro-
tein structure analysis that required the development of novel tools
and techniques. Some of these problems are not hard to solve.
Some of the hard problems, very likely more than we are aware
of, have already been solved by visualization work in entirely dif-
ferent domains. Of greatest interest, though, are the hard problems
that are distinct to biological applications involving large data sets,
which are most likely to be remote from the past experience of the
visualization field. We will therefore conclude this paper by consid-
ering three lessons we can draw from the Celera experience about
how our biologically-inspired visualization problems tend to differ
from those encountered in other areas of scientific visualization and
what new kinds of challenges they might pose to the visualization
field.

Lesson one is that biological systems are messy. The preceding
examples give some hint of the many details involved in considering
even simple biological problems. Even a seemingly straightforward
problem, such as expressing the string of three billion bases that is
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the human genetic code, quickly gets bogged down in the details of
the underlying biology and the specific experimental methodologies
used to generate and analyze the data. As we move to more compli-
cated problems, such as analyzing protein expression, the amount of
detail increases dramatically. Even so, the above presentation sub-
stantially understates the level of detail an expert in the field would
like to access as he or she examines such data. Furthermore, we can
be nearly certain that new instruments and experimental protocols
will be developed generating wholly new kinds of information that
will need to be integrated into our databases and communicated ef-
fectively. Biological systems, unlike, for example, those typically
dealt with by chemistry and physics, are not reducible to simple
fundamental laws. They reflect not only the laws of physics but
also the legacy of evolution, leaving them generally specialized, di-
verse, and extremely ad hoc. This level of detail implies tradeoffs
will be needed in the design of visualization tools to avoid both
information overload and oversimplification.

Lesson two is that biological systems are highly interconnected.
The many aspects of a system and the many different kinds of data
that may be generated about it all relate to one another in often
unpredictable ways. Although this paper presented Celera’s visual-
ization problems as a series of isolated tasks, that is a vast oversim-
plification of the real challenge: providing all of the information
available to us in ways that allow researchers to explore how the
different bits of data relate to one another. Consider a single gene
in an organism. It has a sequence, which may have several variants
among individuals. The sequence may be parsed different ways to
produce one or more proteins. Each of those proteins has a pattern
of expression throughout an organism tied into a regulatory network
possibly involving many other genes and various metabolites. The
gene likely also has paralogs within the organism being examined
and orthologs in other organisms. It has a structure, possibly sev-
eral under different conditions or when complexed with different
other molecules. These structures may themselves have structural
homologs beyond the sequence homologs of the genes. And every
aspect of this web of data may be tied into a literature of diverse bits
of information such as diseases associated with a particular prop-
erty of the gene, drugs affecting it, and physiological processes with
which it is involved, which themselves likely involve other genes.
Creating the tools that will facilitate drilling down into biological
data and following these convoluted chains of inference is likely to
remain a formidable problem for the foreseeable future.

Lesson three is that interdisciplinary boundaries can be a major
obstacle to progress in biology. The examples presented above draw
on expertise from highly divergent disciplines. A single project
may require input from biochemists, geneticists, computer scien-
tists, software engineers, mathematicians, statisticians, or a host
of other specialists. Such diverse interdisciplinary collaborations,
which were rare only a few years ago, are central to the work of
Celera and others in bioinformatics. The distances between these
disciplines in background knowledge and even styles of thought
are typically far broader than those that have traditionally been en-
countered by scientific computing. Biology, for example, is tradi-
tionally a reductionist, qualitative discipline, creating difficult com-
munication barriers with the high-level, quantitative disciplines of
mathematics and computer science. Much of the difficulty in the
aforementioned tasks comes from communicating detailed biolog-
ical knowledge to computational disciplines and representing com-
putational solutions to biological problems in ways biologists can
understand and assess.

We hope that the challenges of our field will prove attractive to
the visualization community. The examples presented above show
solutions to a few dilemmas, but the visualization of bioinformatic
data is largely an open problem. As our three lessons indicate,
bioinformatic visualization problems are likely to be demanding,
particularly in the detail and complexity of information that solu-

tions must accommodate. But while the work will be difficult, it
will also likely be exciting and rewarding. Lesson three in particular
suggests both an obstacle and an opportunity: the sizable interdisci-
plinary boundaries make the communication problem challenging,
but they also indicate a great need for improvements in visualization
techniques due to their potential to provide a common ground that
specialists in many disciplines can understand. The nature of the
problems and of the solutions we have seen to date suggest that suc-
cessful solutions to the open bioinformatic visualization problems
will frequently prove to be complicated, ad hoc, and highly problem
specific, much like the biological systems themselves. This should
not mean, though, that we have to start from scratch with each vi-
sualization project we encounter. Working out a common language
that will allow us to communicate these diverse types of data and
facilitate reuse of techniques across wide areas of biological visual-
ization remains a vital challenge. Bioinformatics should be able to
occupy interested visualization specialists for a long time to come.
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Figure 14: Assembly comparison tool.

Figure 15: Visualization of differential expression.

Figure 16: Gene expression levels.

Figure 17: 25 differentially expressed genes.

Figure 18: The AIDS drug Nevirapine in the binding site of Reverse
Transcriptase.

Figure 19: The protein structure algorithm framework interface.
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